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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we deal with the asymptotic behavior of causal operator equations 
and their solutions. We deal in particular with a class of operators which we term 
time-additive operators, whose characteristic behavior is that the solutions affect 
the evolution of the operator only through a forcing term. (We shall give the 
motivation in the following paragraph; the formal definition is given in Section 
2.) Such operators, though abstract, resemble the behavior of Volterra integral 
equations. Indeed, we extend in this paper the Miller-Sell theory [7] of Volterra 
equations to general time-additive operator equations and are able to improve 
somewhat some results concerning Volterra equations by viewing these as 
abstract time-additive operators. 
A common practice in the analysis of integral equations is to follow the trans- 
lations of the operator along the solution and to deduce properties of the solution 
from the asymptotic behavior of these translations, see e.g. [I, 4, 5, 7, 131. For 
instance, if x solves the Volterra integral equation 
~(4 = f(t) + St g(t, s, 44 & 
0 
(1) 
on [0, t,], then a continuation of the solution should solve the integral equation 
r(t) 2 F(t) + s: g(f, s, Y(S)) ds, (1.2) 
where F(t) = f(t) + J$’ g(t , s, x(s)) ds. If  we change variables now, and denote 
yT(t) = Y(T + t), then yt, solves the equation 
z(t) = Ft&t) -I i’ gto(t, s, 44) & (1.3) 
with FtO(t) =F(ta + t) and gt,(t, s, q) =g(tO + t, t, + s, r)). The limiting 
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behavior of Ft, and gtO as t, + co, reveals information about the asymptotic 
behavior of the solutions. This is, roughly speaking, a basic tool in applying 
topological dynamics techniques to study integral equations, as was first esta- 
blished by Miller and Sell [7]. The equation (1.3) is then the trandution of (1 .l) 
by t, , and the cluster points (in a certain sense) as t, + CO of these translations 
form the Zimiting equations of (1.1). W e observe now that in these Volterra 
integral equations each translation is composed of a forcing term FfO(t) and what 
we term a principalpart generated by gtO . The solution x(t) affects the translation 
only through its forcing term. In the next section we shall give a definition of an 
abstract equation having the same characteristics which we call time-additive. 
This class contains a variety of equations including the Volterra equation (1. l), 
integro-differential equations, etc. 
In the rest of the paper we analyze the family of time-additive operators, 
develop, in parallel to Miller and Sell [7], the theory of limiting equations of 
such operators and study the asymptotic behavior of the equation and its 
solutions. An important observation is that the forcing term and the principal 
part of the abstract translations are defined only up to an addition of continuous 
functions. This affects, and somewhat complicates, our analysis; however, it 
allows more freedom in choosing the decomposition and (as we shall see by 
means of examples) might improve results when applied even to ITolterra integral 
equation (1 .l). (In (1.1) the decomposition given by (1.2) or (1.3) is indeed 
natural, but not the unique one.) 
The formal definitions of the translation and time-additivity are given in 
Section 2. In Section 3 we give some conditions for the time-additivity in terms 
of GBteaux variation. The fact that the set of the time-additive operators is 
(in a certain sense) a closed subset of the set of all causal and continuous opera- 
tors, is proved in Section 4. Some comments of the forcing terms are given in 
Section 5 and the limiting equations of a time-additive operator equation are 
defined in Section 6. We conclude the paper with some applications of the limit- 
ing equations of time-additive operator equations to the study of the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let C be the space of all continuous functions 9: [0, co) + [w” with the 
topology of the uniform convergence on compact sets. Following Neustadt [9] 
we say that an operator T: C--t C is causal if for all q~, # E C and t > 0, the 
following holds 
?a = VW for all s < t 3 (TV) (t) = (T#) (t). 
Let Q be the set of all causal and continuous operators T: C-+ C. We say 
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that a sequence of operators T, c Q converges to an operator T E Q if for any 
sequence {vn} C C, such that vn - y  E C, we have T,v, --f Tg, in the topology 
of C. This is the continuous convergence structure on Q (see [3], page 241). 
Convergence in the compact-open topology on Q guarantees continuous con- 
vergence but only the convergence is used in the sequel. 
Two operators, Tl and T, , in Q are said to be equivalent module C, and denoted 
by Tl m T, , if there is a function f~ C such that T,p, - T,p = f, for all y. 
Such a relation is clearly an equivalence relation. Let Q/C be the set of all 
equivalence classes with respect to = and denote by Tthe class {T +f:f~ C>. 
(Here, naturally, (T -r f) v  = TV +f.) We consider on Q/C the quotient 
convergence (in analogy with the quotient topology, [3, page 94]), namely 
{B,} C Q/C converges to an element B E Q/C if there is a sequence of operators 
iTJ> such that T, = B, , which continuously converges to an operator T, with 
T = B. 
Let x E C and 7 > 0. For any v  E C, with ~(0) I:= X(T), we shall denote by 
tc7,%v the concatenation of p7 with x translated by ‘T (but notice that v  which 
originally is defined on [0, co) should be shifted to the right); namely 
Given an operator T E Q, x E C and 7 3 0, we consider a new operator T,,, 
called the translation of T along x by 7 defined on the set C(X(T)) = (v E C: ~(0) r 
X(T)> by 
(T,M) (t) = (TcL~,~sJ) CT + 4. (2.1) 
I f  for any y  E C and 7 > 0, y7 is the function in C defined by y.,(t) = ~(7 + t), 
then (2.1) can be written as T,,,p == ( T~,,=cP))~ . Obviously for anyf E C we have 
(T + f)7,, y  = T7,$cp) -+-- f7 and it is not hard to prove that TTft,Z = ( T,,,)t,zT , 
for all x, 7 and t. 
Looking at the definition (2.1) we observe that T,,,p, is a function depending 
on the functions x and v. The operator T E Q is time-additive if there is a function 
F(7, x) and an operator I’(,) such that 
T,,,p = F(r, x) + P(T) q~, (24 
where F(r, x) has values in C which depend continuously on 7 and x, while 
P(T; T) E Q depends continuously on 7 (with respect to continuous convergence). 
We emphasize that F does not depend on v  and P does not depend on x. Relation 
(2.2) is inspired by the form of (1.3). The function F(T, x) is called a forcing 
term and the operator P(7; T) aprincipalpart. The terminology “time-additive” 
is due to the fact that there is an additive separation of the function 
(x, 9) + T,,,.y according to the time variable Y-. 
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Now let T E Q and x E C. The equality p7,sT = x holds for any T > 0. 
Therefore T,,G~ = (TX), . Thus, if T is time-additive and a principal part P 
is given, then the corresponding forcing term F is determined by 
F(T, x) = (TX), - P(T; T) x, . 
Hence given P, formula (2.2) can be rewritten in the form 
T T,zp = (Tx)~ - P(T; T) x, + I’(,; T) v. (2.3) 
The advantage of the representation (2.3) is that it makes clear that the trans- 
lation is determined by the principal part. 
Relation (2.3) says also that if P(q T) is a principal part of the translation of T, 
then any element of its class P(,; T) is also a principal part of the translation of 
any element of the class i? The converse can also be checked, namely if 
FI(~, x) -+ PJT; T) is another representation of the translation of the time- 
additive operator T, then PI and P are equivalent modulo C. It is noteworthy 
that if T is a time-additive operator, then every operator equivalent modulo C to 
T is also time-additive and shares the same family of principal parts. Hence to 
every equivalence class of time-additive operators there corresponds a unique 
equivalence class of principal parts, for any 7 2 0. We shall use S?(T; .) to 
denote this correspondence. 
We observe that the principal parts have the following property: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If T is a time-additive operator and P(T; T) is a principal 
part according to (2.3), then P(T; T) zs a so 1 a time-additive operator. Furthermore 
for all T 3 0 and t > 0, we have 
%(t; %(T; T)) = a(t + Q-; T). (2.4) 
Proof. Let x E C, T 3 0, t > 0 and v E C(x(t)). Define y(s) = x(s - T), if 
s 2 T and y(s) = x(O), if 0 < s < 7. Then y E C and 9 E C(y,(t)). Hence from 
(2.3) we have 
T r+t,vv = (TyL+t - P(T f t; T) yr+t + P(T $ t; I’) 9. (2.5) 
But 
T T+trl/v = (TT.Jt.vT v = (T,,,/+p)t 
= [(TY),. - Ph T)Y, + P(T; T) pt,,,vlt 
= (Ty),+t - (P(T; T)Y,), + p(T; T)t,v7 cp 
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and from (2.5) and y7 = x we finally get 
P(? q,, v  = (P(? T) X)t - P(T + t; q Xt + P(T + t; T) yJ. 
This also proves (2.4). 
Remark 2.2. The definitions above are concerned with operators. We shall 
apply the theory to operator equations. With any operator T E Q we associate 
an operator equation x = TX and p E C is a solution of x = TX, if p(t) :=: 
(TV) (t), t > 0. Notice that if p is a solution of x = TX, then for any r > 0, ~~ is 
a solution of the translated equation x =: T,,,x analogous to (1.3). 
3. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
As we mentioned earlier, the structure of the Volterra equation (1.1) motivated 
our interest in time-additive operators. Indeed, the corresponding operator is 
time-additive as is clear from the representation of the translation (1.3). 
A fact implied directly by the definition (2.2) is that the sum of time-additive 
operators is a time-additive operator. 
We shall now show that time-additivity is invariant under a composition with 
an affine operator. Recall that the operator ;2 is affine if A9 = LF -t f ,  where 
.f~ C and L is a linear operator on C. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an afine operator in Q and let T be time-additive. Then 
the composition A 0 T is also time-additive. 
Proof. Since(L+f)oT=LoT+f, t i is enough to restrict ourselves to 
the linear part L of A. Let us examine (L 0 T),,= ‘p = [L(TP~,~P))]~. The idea is 
to write the function TP,,~P) as a sum of continuous functions F,(x) and P,(v) 
and then to apply the linear operator L. Formally the proof goes as follows: 
Let P(T; T) b e a p rincipal part of the translation of T. Then from (2.3) we 
obtain P(T; T)p(O) = P(T; T)x,(O) f  or all p E C(X(T)). Therefore P(,; T) ~(0) 
is a constant v  E [w” for all p E C(x(r)). Then it is easy to see that 
where Y is the constant function v(t) :-= V, t 3 0. Thus 
which proves our theorem. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Any a&e operator in Q is time-additive. 
Pvoof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 if one proves that the identity 
operator I: p -+ y is time-additive, which is obvious. 
Remark 3.3. We showed above that the composition A 0 T of an affine 
operator A and a time-additive operator T is a time-additive operator. The 
natural question now is whether the composition of two arbitrary time-additive 
operators is time-additive. The answer is no, even in the case of composition 
T 0 A, where A is affine. We shall present a counterexample at the end of this 
section. 
We will give some necessary and sufficient conditions for the time-additivity 
of operators in Q. Firstly we observe that an operator T E Q is time-additive if 
and only if for all x, y E C and T 2 0, with X(T) = y(7) there is a function g E C 
such that 
T7.x~ = T,,,P, + g (3.1) 
for all v E C(X(T)), and g depends continuously on x, y and T. 
We recall that the GPteaux variation (or, derivative) of a function F: X+ Y 
at a point x in the direction h E X, where X is a linear space and Y is a topological 
linear space, is defined by 
SF(x) (h) = ys F(x + fi) - F(x) 
x 
whenever this limit exists. It is well known (e.g. [S, p. 1101) that the GIteaux 
variation of a function F in the direction h exists if and only ifF(x + h) - F(x) = 
H(x; h) + r(x; h), where H(x; h) is a homogeneous function in h of order one 
and r(x; h) is such that A-lr(x; ti) + 0 as h + 0; then H(x; h) is the Giteaux 
variation of F at x in the direction h. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let T E Q be an operator whose Gciteaux variation exists at 
any point x E C in any direction h E C(0). Then for any x E C and 7 3 0, the 
G&eaux variation of T,,, also exists at any g, E C(x(r)) in any direction h E C(0). 
Proof. (Recall that for any [ E UP, C(t) is the set of all v E C with ~(0) = 4 
and that T,,,p, is defined only for g, E C(X(T)).) Clearly if h E C(0) then 
hpr,,h E C(0) for all h E [w. Now by using the fact that pLT,$(p + AA) = pT,zv + 
+,,Oh for all q E C(x(7)) and h E C(0) and the definition of the Glteaux variation, 
we get 
sT~,&d (4 = E%.zd (/+,o4lr a 
which proves the proposition, 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let T be an operator in Q whose G&eaux variation exists at any 
point x E C in any direction h E C(0). Then T is a time-additive operator if and 
only if 
aT,,,dh) = B(T, 9)) h (3.2) 
(here T > 0, x E C, y  E C(X(T)), h E C(O)), where B(T, ‘p) is an opevator on C(0) 
which depends only on r and 9. 
Pvoof. The necessity of (3.2) follows directly from (2.2). Indeed, 8T,,,q~(h) = 
apt4 (4 (4. 
Sufficiency: Suppose that (3.2) is true for an operator B(T, 9’) depending 
only on (T, p)). Let T 3 0, x, y E C with X(T) = Y(T), p E C(X(T)), h E C(0) and 
Y >, 0. Set 
M(A) = C,,(F + W (9 - T,,,(P + 3 (4, AE R. (3.3) 
Then M: R + lFP is a continuous function and differentiable with derivative 
given by 
M’(h) = ST,,z(p, + W (4 (~1 - ST,,,(rp + u) (4 W 
Hence by (3.2) 
M’(h) = 0 
and so 
M(X) = c, (3.4) 
where c = c(x, y, v, h, r) does not depend on h. Setting h = 0 and h = 1 we get 
from (3.3) and (3.4) that c does not depend on F and h. Hence (3.1) holds and 
we conclude that T is time-additive. 
EXAMPLES 3.6. (a) Any operator of the form 
(TV) (t) = & v(t)) 
with g continuous, is time-additive. Indeed, it is not hard to see that T7,zp(t) = 
g(T + t, dt>>- 
(b) Consider the initial value problem 
k =f(t, x), x(O) = x0 , (3.5) 
where f is continuous on [0, co) x W. (3.5) is clearly equivalent to the integral 
equation 
x(t) = xo + j-h, x(s)) ds, 
0 
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and then the generated operator (TX) (t) = x0 + jif(s, x(s)) ds is a Volterra 
integral operator. Clearly T is time-additive. 
(c) Consider the integro-differential equation 
with 
where f E C, H is continuous on [0, co) x EP and a(& s, X) is continuous on 
{(t, s); t > s 3 O} x R”. The generated operator (TX) (t) = x0 + si (f(s) + 
H(s, x(s)) + .f; 4, *, 44) 4 d s is time-additive. Indeed, T can be written in 
the form T = A 0 (Tl + T,), where (AT) (t) = x0 + fi v(s) ds is affine, 
(Tld 0) = WY do) is as in example (a) and ( T,QYJ) (t) = f (t) + $, a(t, s, p)(s)) ds 
is a Volterra operator. Since Tl + T, is time-additive, Theorem 3.1 implies that 
T is time-additive. 
(d) Consider the operators A and T acting on real functions by 
(4) (t> = J-at P)(s) d% t>,o 
and 
(TV) (4 = dt> - v2(0), t > 0. 
Obviously A and T are time-additive operators. Let us examine the composition 
operator 
(T 0 4 v(t) = (jot ~4s) ds)‘- 
Its translations are given by 
and so 
(T 0 47,s v(t) = (IoT 44 ds + jot v’(s) ds)“l 
W 0 A),,, (v)(h) (9 = 2 (s,’ 44 ds + [ v’(s) ds) jot 44 ds 
which always depends on x. Hence, by Theorem 3.5, T 0 A is not a time- 
additive operator. 
This last example shows that the composition of two time-additive operators 
might not be time-additive. This proves our claim in Remark 3.3. 
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4. CLOSEDNESS 
We want to show that time-additivity is inherited in the process of taking 
limits. We need the following lemma, the proof of which follows immediately 
from definition (2.1). 
LEMMA 4.1. If Tn + T, x, - x, 7, - T and vn - p, where ~(0) = %(T,), 
~(0) = x(O), then T:,,,,zpn - Tr,s 
THEOREM 4.2. Let { Tn} be a seqwnce of time-additive operators in Q converging 
to an operator T E Q. Then T is also a time-additive operator and furthermore 
S?(T; T) = lim S(T; Tm) (4.1) 
for all 7 >, 0 (the limit being taken in Q/C). 
Proof. Let 7 3 0 and x, y, v, # in C be such that X(T) = Y(T) = ~(0) = #(O). 
Let bd, lm>, {PA and NJ b e se q uences in C such that x, + x, yn -+ y, qn --+ q, 
t,bn + I), ~~(0) = a&,(O) = X,(T) = Y,(T) for all n = 1,2,.... Let also P(T; T”) be a 
principal part of the translation of T, at 7. Then by (2.3) we have 
TF,,n~n = (T%Jr - P(T; Tn) xv+ + PC,; Tn) vn 
and by Lemma 4.1 
Also 
T,,,p, = ( Tx)~ - lim[P(T; Tn) xn7 - P(T; T”) P),J. 
T,,,4 = (Tx)~ - lim[P(T; Tn) x,+ - P(T; Tn) #,] 
and hence 
Similarly 
T,,,p, - T,,,# = lim[P(T; T”) vn - P(T; T”) &J. (4.2) 
T,,,T - TTsZ/$ = lim[P(T; T”) s - P(T; Tn) Al. 
From (4.2) and (4.3) we have 
T T.s - T,,,P, = T,.,# - T,>,+ 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
This is true for all such p and $ and therefore (3.1) is satisfied. Hence T is a 
time-additive operator. 
Now fix a function 4 E C(X(T)) and let us define G(T, x, T) by 
G(T x, 7) v = T,,,v - T,A. 
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Then G(T, X, 7) is an operator defined on C(X(T)). From (4.4) we see that 
G(Z’, X, 7) does not depend on all values of x but only on X(T). Hence we can 
denote it by G(T, x(r), T) and then the operator 
is obviously a principal part of T. On the other hand, from (4.2), 
P(T; T) v = lim[P(T; T”) yn - P(7; T”) &I. 
But for all n = 1, 2,..., P(T; T”) (.) - P(T; T”) 4% E 9(7; Tn) and therefore 
P(T; T) E lim w(T; Tn). This establishes (4.1). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. 
(n/t”) J; s”-$(s) 
Consider the sequence of operators (T,p) (t) = 
d s, if t > 0 and (T,q) (0) = v(O). Obviously each T, is a 
Volterra operator of the form (1.1) and it is time-additive. It is not difficult to 
see that lim T, = 1, the identity operator which cannot have a representation 
of the form (1. l), but is still time-additive. Thus, although the limit of a sequence 
of Volterra operators must be time-additive, it might not be a Volterra operator. 
Similarly a sequence of operators generated by ordinary differential equations 
might not have as a limit an operator generated by an ordinary differential 
equation (see [I]). 
5. ON THE FORCING TERMS 
If T is a time-additive operator and P(T; T) is a principal part of its transla- 
tions, then for any x E C the corresponding forcing term F(T, X) is uniquely 
determined by (2.2). Hence information about the behavior of the forcing terms 
can be deduced from the behavior of the principal parts and various properties 
of the solutions. The following theorem is an example of this deduction and a 
result will be given in the sequel. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let T be a time-additive operator in Q and let x E C be such that 
x and TX are uniformly continuous and bounded functions. If a sequence of principal 
parts {P(T,; T)} converges in Q to an operator P* then the sequence of the corres- 
ponding forcing tevms F(rn , x) contains a convergent subsequence in C. 
Proof. Since x and TX are uniformly continuous and bounded functions by 
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, the sets {x7; 7 3 0} and {(Tx)~; T > 0} are precom- 
pact in C. Hence there is a subsequence {T%} of (73 and xx, y* in C such that 
xTs ---f x* and (Tx),~ + y*. 
409/75/I-19 
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We now have 
F(T1; , .v) =- (TX)Tk - P(Tp; T) XTk -+y* - p*x*, 
and the theorem is proved. 
Remark 5.2. (a) If  in the previous theorem the limit P* is the zero operator, 
then the sequence of the forcing terms F(T~ , x) has a cluster point in the closure 
of the set {(TX),; 7 > O}. 
(b) Also, if P* maps bounded functions to bounded functions, then the 
sequence of the forcing terms P(T~ , X) has a cluster point which is a bounded 
function. 
6. LIMITING EQUATIONS 
We will define the limiting equations of time-additive operator equations and 
use them to discuss the asymptotic behavior of bounded solutions. Further 
applications will appear in Section 7. 
Let T be a time-additive operator and let us consider the equation 
y  = Ty. (6.1) 
The existence of solutions of the equation might be guaranteed by a compactness 
assumption on T and the existence of a function y  E C, with y(0) = (Ty) (0). For 
more details on the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence of the 
solutions, see e.g. [2, 91. 
Let (TV} be a sequence in [0, co), with 7, + co, such that lim &(T~; T) exists 
and let P* E lim a(~,; T) n Q; hence P* is the limit in Q of a sequence of 
principal parts P(T~; T) of T. Suppose that x is a solution of (6.1) which is 
uniformly continuous and bounded. Then Theorem 5.1 guarantees the existence 
of a function F* E C which is a limiting point of the sequence of the correspond- 
ing forcing terms F(T, , x). The limiting equations of Equation (6.1) along the 
solution x are the equations of the form 
(6.2) 
defined by all limits of forcing terms and principal parts generated by the solution 
x and sequences (TV> with 7, + co. This definition of limiting equations agrees 
with the known ones [l, 7, 11, 12, 131 in special cases of equations. We shall 
demonstrate it in the next section. 
The following proposition is implied by the definition of limiting equations. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (6.2) be a limiting equation of (6.1) generated by a 
sequence {r,,} C [0, a) with T,~ ~-+ a, along a un;formly continuous and bounded 
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solution x. Then there is a subsequence {TV} of {T,J and a function x* E C such that 
xTI; + x* and x* is a solution of (6.2). 
From this proposition we get the following results analogous to [ 13, Theorems 
13, 141. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let T be a time-additive operator such that Equation (6. I) has a 
solution x E C which is uniformly continuous and bounded. Suppose also that the 
limiting equations of (6.1) along the solution x exist and have a common unique 
solution which is a constant function c. Then lim,_, x(t) = c. Conversely, if 
lim 1--r x(t) = c, and the limiting equations exist, then they have the constant 
function c as a common solution. 
A function x E C is called asymptotically periodic (see e.g. [ 131) if any function 
X~ E C, such that x,~ - P, for some sequence {TJ with rTL + OS, is a periodic 
function. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.2 be satisfied. If  all solutions 
of the limiting equations along the solution x are periodic functions, then x is an 
asymptotically periodic function. Conversely, if x is asymptotically periodic, then 
any limiting equation along x has at least one periodic solution. 
Remarfz 6.4. An advantage of this definition of limiting equations is that the 
uniqueness of the solutions of the operator equation is not necessary. The only 
requirement is the existence of a solution of (6.1) defined on [0, co) which is a 
uniformly continuous and bounded function. Miller in [5] and Sell in [ 141 also 
do not assume uniqueness of solutions in their study of nonautonomous ordinary 
differential equations. 
7. REMARKS AND APPLICATIONS 
A. In [7] Miller and Sell studied the Volterra integral equation 
x(t) =f(t) + cf a(6 s>g(s, x(s))dy 
. 0 
(7.1) 
and defined its limiting equations to be generated by limits, as 7, - co, of 
sequences of the form {( T,,f, aTn , gTn)}, where a,(t, s) = U(T i t, 7 + s), 
g,(s, x) = g(T + s, x) and T,f(t) =f (7 $- t) + Ji a(T + t, s) g(s, x(s)) ds, and x 
is the unique solution of (7.1). According to [7] if (F, a*, g*) is a limit of such a 
sequence then y(t) = F(t) + si a*(& s) g*(s, y(s)) ds is a limiting equation along 
the solution X. As we said earlier, Miller-Sell’s theory motivated us to develop 
the theory on time-additive operator equations. Indeed, T,f is a forcing 
term of the translation of the operator generated by (7.1) and 
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J: 4~ + t, 7 + s>g(T + s, v(s)) d s is the corresponding principal part of the 
translation, namely our definition agrees with that of [7]. The topologies on the 
spaces of the functions a, g which are used in [7] imply the continuous conver- 
gence in the space of operators of the form 
(ST) (t) = joi &, 4 As, v’(4) ds. 
B. We shall now see the advantage of the possibility of transferring con- 
tinuous functions from the forcing terms to the principal parts and conversely. 
Consider the equation 
x(t) =+) T j’ log(l + a(4 s) [l + WI) ds, t>O (7.2) 
0 
where a(t, s) is positive and bounded away from zero and such that a--l(t, s) 
is uniformly continuous in t, s 3 0 and f  is such that there is a solution x of 
(7.2) on [0, co) which is uniformly continuous and bounded. The operator T 
generated by Equation (7.2) is obivously time-additive with a principal part 
P(T; T) p)(t) = It log( 1 -+ a(~ + t, T + s) [1 + ~~~(41) ds. 
0 
I f  (~3 is a sequence in [0, co) with 7, - co, then there is a subsequence {TJ 
and a function b(t, s) with lim u-‘(T~~ I- t, 7R + s) = b(t, s) uniformly on compact 
sets. Then lim .%(T~; T) is the class modulo C of the operator P* defined by 
(f’*v) (4 = (” log@(t, s) + 1 + y”(s)) ds. 
1 0 
Indeed, by considering the sequence of functions hk(t) = - si log a(~~ /- t, 
T~( $- s) ds we get P(T~.; T) $ h, --j P*. In this case the sequence of the corres- 
ponding forcing terms F(T/~ , x) - h, has a limit point F* (by Theorem 5.1). 
Therefore the limiting equations of (7.2) along the solution x are of the form 
Y(t) = F*(t) + jt log(& s) + (1 + v”(S)) ds. 
0 
C. Here we present a result concerning the asymptotic behavior of 
bounded solutions of an abstract scalar time-additive operator equation. The 
proof of our result relies somehow on a technique used by Miller and Sell to 
obtain an analogous result for a particular case of Volterra equations [7, Theorem 
111.31. Our abstract version makes it possible to apply also in other equations. 
(See Remarks 7.2 and 7.3.) 
We start with some conventions. Let D be the set of all continuous and 
bounded functions y: (-co, 0] + Iw. We consider two topologies on D. The 
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first is generated by the sup-norm 1) . /) and the second one is the topology of the 
uniform convergence on compact sets (briefly UCC). Consider also the set C 
of all continuous v: [0, ok) ---f [w with the UCC topology and for any x E C and 
7 2 0 we denote by x7 the function given by x’(t) = X(T + t) if -T < t < 0 
and x’(t) = x(0) if t < --7. Obviously x7 ED for all Q- > 0. If x is a continuous 
and bounded function from [w to Iw, then we shall denote by z” and z. the restric- 
tions of ,a to (-co, O] and [0, co) respectively. We recall that a0 c- D and .a0 E C. 
We consider the scalar operator equation 
x = TX, (7.3) 
where T is a time-additive operator from C to C. Suppose that all translations 
T7,% have a common principal part P (i.e. P is independent of T, see Remark 7.2). 
We shall also assume that the corresponding forcing term have the form 
where for all r > 0, a E [w and v E D the functions M(T, c) (t), t >, 0 and 
H(T, g’) (t), t 3 0 are in C and satisfy the following conditions: 
(M) There is a real valued function m such that n/r(~, u) (t) -+ m(u) as 
7 ---f co uniformly for t in compact sets. 
(H) H(T, v) (t) -+ h(p) (t) as T + cc uniformly for t in compact sets and 
uniformly for v in /I . J/-bounded and UCC-compact subsets of D, where 
h(p) (t), t 3 0 is differentiable in a right neighborhood of 0 for all bounded 
v E D (h(v)’ (0) means the right derivative at 0). 
With regard to operator P we assume that it satisfies the following condition: 
(P) For any v E C the derivative (Pv)’ (t) of (Pp) (t), t > 0 exists in a 
right neighborhood of 0. 
We now state the main theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that the assumptions (M), (H) and (P) hold- Also 
assume that if rp, 4 are continuous functions on R to lF! which are not both constant 
in a neighborhood of 0 and such that ~(0) < 4(O) and ~(0) < w < #(O) for all 
w E {p)(s), 4(s): s E IL!}, then 
Wo)’ (0) - (Wo)’ (W > I 4e”>’ (0) - hW”)’ (O)l (7.4) 
If x is a bounded and unayormly continuous solution of (7.3) and for t > 0 the 
equation m(x(0)) + h(Z) (t) + (PZ) (t) - Z = 0 has a unique solution Z(t) such that 
lim,,, Z(t) = f, for a certain [E R, then lim,,, x(t) = 5. 
Proof. Let x be a solution of equation (7.3) defined on [0, co) which is 
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uniformly continuous and bounded and let s = lim sup,,, x(t) and 
i = lim inf,,, x(t). By the Arzela-Ascoli’s theorem there are sequences {tlL), 
(tr} in [0, co) such that t, + a, t, + co, x(Q -s, x(t,) - i and functions 
y, z: R + R such that xt -y,, , xtn + yo, xtk -> a0 and xtk - z0 in the UCC 
topology of C and D. The”set fxtn} is 1: /~-b ounded and LJCC-compact in D and 
so f-f(fn , &) + k(yO) in C. Since the principal part P of the translations of the 
operator T is fixed for all 7 > 0, a limiting equation of (7.3) along the solution x is 
20(t) = m(x(0)) I h(y0) (t) + (PZL’) (t), 
and so y  satisfies the equation 
t 3 0 
Y(t) = +w + NYO) (t) = (PYO) (t), t > 0. (7.5) 
We claim that the function y  is differentiable everywhere in R. Indeed, let 
7 E IF! be fixed. We set u(t) = ~(7 -r t), t E R and then it is easy to see that 
Xt,+r - uo 9 &l’ + u” in the UCC topology of C and D respectively. Moreover u 
satisfies the equation (7.5) with u in the place of y. Therefore y  satisfies 
y(7 + t) = m(q)) + quo) (4 + (%J) (4, t > 0. (7.6) 
By assumptions (H), (I’) the right-hand side of (7.6) is differentiable in a right 
neighborhood of 0 and since 7 is arbitrary, our claim is justified. 
Similarly, z is everywhere differentiable in R and for all 7 E R it satisfies 
B(T -I- t) = m(x(O)) + h(nO) (t) + (P%) (9, t>o (7.7) 
where v(t) = .Z(T + t), t 3 0. 
If  y, z are both constant functions, then by (7.6), (7.7) and the uniqueness of 
I(t), t > 0 we conclude that y(t) = z(t) = I(t), t > 0 and so y(0) = z(O) r-m E. 
Hence lim,.+, x(t) -= t. 
Suppose that y, u” are not both constant functions and let 7 -= max{t: y(y) =-- s 
and Z(Y) = i for all r E [0, t],, 1 if y,, or z,) are not constant. Otherwise, we set 
7 ==~ min{t:y(y) =m: s and Z(Y) = i for all r E [t, O]>. Now, since y  and z are dif- 
ferentiable functions, we conclude that their derivatives at 7 are equal to zero. 
Then from (7.6) and (7.7) we obtain 
h(n0)’ (0) ~ h(u0)’ (0) = (Puo)’ (0) - (ho)’ (O), (7.8) 
where u, ZI are defined as above. Since the set of all limiting points of the solution 
x is the interval [i, s], the relations (7.4) and (7.8) give a contradiction. Hence y, u” 
are constant functions equal to 6 and the theorem is proved. 
Remark 7.2. The property that the translations T,,, in the above theorem 
have a common principal part indicates that the equation has an autonomo:rs 
characteristic. For instance, Volterra operators generated by equations of the 
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form x(t) =f(t) - zfzl Ji a,(t - s) g,(x(s)) ds have this property. Theorem 
7.1 can be applied to this equation provided that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) f  is continuous on [0, co) withf(t) 4f0 as t + co for a certainf, E R. 
(2) For all i = 1, 2,..., Fz the kernel ai is in L,(O, co), it is absolutely 
continuous, ai > 0, a’(s) < 0 for a.a. s > 0 and there is a 7i > 0 such that 
q(s) < 0 for a.a. s E (0, TV). 
(3) For all i = 1, 2,..., k the function g, is continuous and strictly in- 
creasing on R. 
In case of k = 1 the above equation is analyzed by Miller and Sell in [7, 
Theorem 111.31. As we mentioned earlier, their technique is somehow used in 
the proof of our theorem and however the Miller and Sell’s result can be 
obtained by application of the previous theorem. 
Remark 7.3. In [6] Miller studied the Volterra integro-differential equation 
k=x u-bbx- f (7.9) 
and he proved that if a > 0, f~ C(0, 00) n L,(O, 03) and b > jf 1 f(s)1 ds, then 
any solution x of (7.9) with x(O) > 0 tends to 5 = u/(b + J,“f(s) ds) as t ---f co. 
By using Miller’s transformation y  = log(x/t) and G(y) = E(l - ey), (7.9) is 
transformed to j(t) = bG(y(t)) + Jif(t - s) G(y(s)) ds + [Jrf(s) ds. It is not 
hard to see that Theorem 7.1 can be applied to the integral equation y(t) = 
y(0) + $, (bG(y(s)) + j’:f(s - Y) G(y(r)) dr) ds, t 3 0, and then it givesy(t) -+ 0 
as ;+ KJ, namely x(t) - 5 as tt; co. Notice that there we have M(T, x(O)) (t) 
, H(T, x*) (t) = X(T) + joJPrf(s - r) G(Y(~)) dr ds and 
.I-: W(dsN + .I-& - 4 G(dy)) 4 ds. 
(Pv) (t) = 
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